The Official PowerPoint Bingo Game
By www.PPtBingo.com
The objective of this game is to spot PowerPoint presentation mistakes the
presenter makes and help them improve their presentations so that future
meetings are more productive (and fun!).
Rules:
 The goal of the game is to mark five squares in a row vertically,
horizontally or diagonally.
 You can mark no more than two squares per slide (otherwise you may be
able to get Bingo on the very first slide!)
 When you have completed your five in a row, you need to say Bingo out
loud so others playing the game know you have a Bingo. You can muffle
the word in a fake cough or sneeze, or you can make a comment to the
presenter including the word “bingo” in it, such as “Bingo, that’s exactly
what I was just thinking of”.
 The first person to get a Bingo and say it out loud wins.
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